Easy-To-Set-Up Flag Flying Kit
Here’s a quick and easy way to show your
patriotism.
The new pvc flag flying kit consists of 4section 10-ft. tall pole, a 12-in. ground
“socket”, and a 3 by 5-ft. American flag.
All you do is make a starter hole about 6
in. deep and drive the socket into the ground.
The pole sections snap together and you set
the pole in the socket. You can quickly set
it up anywhere and take it down to mow the
lawn.
Sells for $35.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup,
Handsome Rewards, 19465 Brennan Ave,
Perris, Calif. 92599 (ph 909 943-2023).
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Weed Puller Works Like A Mini Tree Spade

Add-On Basketball “Return Net”
You can shoot free throws all day long without having to chase after the ball with this
basketball “return net” that fits any hoop.
The plastic “return net” replaces the
original net. It has an angled slide on bottom that sends the ball back to the shooter.
The bottom slide can be quickly removed
for normal play.
Sells for $18.95 plus S&H.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Jack
Meyer, 163 S. Drive, Geneva, Ind. 46740
(ph 219 368-9498).

Lawn Ornament “Pops Up”
When Visitors Come To Call
Your friends and neighbors will get a kick
out of this “pop-up” lawn ornament that
automatically sticks its head up when a visitor approaching your door triggers a hidden
motion sensor.
The raccoon, which has a flower pot on
its head, delivers a welcome greeting and
can even take a recorded message if you’re
not at home.
Sells for $29.95. Also available is a talking bird in a birdhouse, a dog in a dog house,
or an elf holding a lantern that lights your
walkway.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup,
Lawn Buddy’s, Box 199, Abington, Penn.
19001 (ph 215 722-6964).

Old-Fashioned Dinner Bell
If you always wanted an old-fashioned dinner bell but didn’t know where to find one,
you’ll like this new cast iron bell from Country Decor, Cypress, Texas.
It was designed to retain the old-fashioned
look and has a loud, clear ring. It’s 15 1/2in. in dia. and weighs 52 lbs.
Sells for $89 plus S&H. (Shipped within
five days).
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Country Decor, 16515 Steinhagen Rd., Cypress,
Texas 77429 (ph 800 888-2196 or 713 2556767).

This new weed puller digs out even the
toughest weeds - roots and all - without a
lot of effort and without damaging your
lawn.
The “Weed Hound” is a hip-tall steel tool
with a handle on top, a step at the bottom,
and a cone-shaped circle of six steel tines.
You place the tines over the weed and use
the step to push them down into the soil,
then turn the rod a quarter turn and pull the
weed - roots and all - out of the ground. You
then push down on a plunger to release the
weed from the tines.
“It works like a miniature tree spade,
encircling the roots and pulling out the entire plant,” says inventor Dana Post. “No
other tool allows you to extract the weed,
root and all, without stooping over. Also,
the cores of soil that it pulls out are only
about 3/4 inches in diameter - about the same
size as the holes made by an aerator - so it
won’t damage your lawn. Other weed pull-

ers take out a core that’s 2 1/2 to 3 inches in
diameter. You can pull over 100 weeds in
just 15 minutes and not even get tired.”
Sells for about $20.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup,
Hound Dog Products, Inc., 7348 Ohms
Lane, Edina, Minn. 55439 (ph 800 694-6863
or 612 831-7074).

“Light-N-Grow” Plant Stand
Here’s a decorative centerpiece for your
yard or garden like nothing you’ve ever seen
before.
The “Light-N-Grow” lights up, sprays
water, and shows off your flowers all at the
same time. The 5-ft. high unit consists of a
hollow pvc tube supported by four legs at
the bottom. A hose runs up through the tube
and through a circular pipe to a nozzle
mounted on top of the pipe. You hook your
garden hose or lawn sprinkler system up to
a connection at the base of the unit. Water
is sent outward in a 10-ft. dia. pattern. Four
low-voltage lights mount on “legs” at the
bottom and another low-voltage light
mounts inside the circular pipe. The main
tube supports shelves for three flower pots,
with the larget pot at the bottom and the
smallest at the top.
“It makes a beautiful pyramid-shaped
display, especially at dusk when the lights
create a halo effect over the cascading water,” says inventor Bill Bohland. “You can
use a low-voltage timer to automatically turn
the lights on or off. Most of the water sprays
out far enough that your flowers won’t get
overwatered. I set my unit up at home so
that it automatically comes on when our
sprinkler starts up. A step-down transformer

is supplied, allowing you to plug it into any
110 volt outlet.”
The tube comes in two pieces that clamp
together. Sells for $89.95 including 50 ft.
of cable, three flower pots, and the lights.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Bill
Bohland, 101 N. 72nd Ave., Pensacola, Fla.
32506 (ph 904 455-3047).
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